WHAT IS A FIMS PROFILE?

All University of Colorado School of Medicine Faculty have public facing profiles. These are generated from information on their individual FIMS Profiles contained within the CU SOM FIMS website application.

An individual’s public profile can be found at the following URL:
https://som.cuanschutz.edu/Profiles/Faculty/Profile/Unique Identifier

If you practice at a CU Medicine, UCHealth, or Children’s Hospital Colorado location, you will also have a public facing profile on the site(s) applicable to locations you practice at as specified via FIMS.

WHAT IS FIMS?

FIMS stands for Faculty Information Management System. It is a website application containing profiles of all faculty members of the University of Colorado School of Medicine. Individual faculty members have access to their own profile in which they can update academic, clinical practice, and professional information as applicable. Click here to log in to FIMS.

Information from FIMS profiles populates on public facing profiles, respective to provider affiliations, via direct data feed. It is imperative that FIMS information is kept up to date so that your public facing profiles contain the correct phone number, clinic addresses, specialties etc. A robust profile serves as a resource to help prospective patients make informed decisions about their care.

Questions? Please email: WebHelp@cumedicine.us
Online Profile Optimization
FIMS Update Guide

FIMS Website Application: General Tab

FIMS Website Application: Clinical Tab

CU Medicine Public Facing Profile

Questions? Please email: WebHelp@cumedicine.us
MOST IMPORTANT FIMS FIELDS TO OPTIMIZE YOUR PROFILE

1. Primary Practice Location
2. Primary Specialty
3. Headshot
4. Care Philosophy
5. Education
6. Conditions and Treatments
7. Clinical Interests for Patients

This video shows you how to update these fields in FIMS.